
Lumens vs. Lux: Is the Light Delivery Appropriate for the Application?  
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
• Most common feature sought to indicate lamp performance is lumen output  

 

• Lumen output is an important aspect but does not say much about end performance or how well it 
will suit a particular application 

 

• Key factor for optimal lumen performance is ability to shape and direct captured light 
 

• LED's combined with optics can capture and direct light where needed 
 

• Difficult to gauge useful lumen output of current technology as there are several factors needed: 
initial lumens, lumen maintenance, efficiency, ballast & luminaire dirt depreciation  

 

• Only reliable way to match light levels is to measure the surface intended to be lighted using a light 
meter (lux or footcandle measure) to provide a measure of light output user is attempting to match, 
change or alter with a change in Kelvin color (lower or higher Kelvin will alter light output) 
 

 
Full Discussion 

 
The most common specification to be touted or looked at to indicate performance is the Lumen Output.  While 
this is an important property of a lamp or luminaire, it says little about the end performance and how well it is 
going to suit an application.  The key is capturing the light that is generated by the product, and getting it shaped 
and directed in such a way as to most effectively light the area of interest while allowing minimal light to stray 
elsewhere.   
 
Light output measured in lumens is a comparison to older bulb technology—with LED lighting it is best to 
measure the surface you are attempting to light (and the work surface at 2.5′) using a Lux or Footcandle meter.  
This will give you the light at the surface rather than at the bulb or LED lamp itself and provide the needed light 
measurement where you need the light, not some ambiguous lamp specification.  Given LED’s vast color range 
it is critical as well to understand the effects of warmer to cooler Kelvin colors and their effect on the lighted 
environment. 
 
Lumen Maintenance - One of the greatest sources of confusion comes from the statement of “Initial Lumens” 
when referring to an HID light source. As an example, the commonly stated Initial Lumens for a 400W Metal 
Halide fixture is 36,000 lumens.  This is the output of the lamp ON THE DAY IT IS INSTALLED.  Lamp 
output drops quickly, decreasing by 35% by the time it has accumulated 8000 hours and an ADDITIONAL 25-
30% by End of Life.  (Add to this the additional light loss within the fixture for non-LED bulbs—up to 35%). 
 
LED’s do not have the same drastic depreciation in light output.  In fact, in a well-designed product the change 
in LED output will not be noticeable over its operational lifetime.  This is what the 100,000+ hour numbers are 
referring to in the TM-21 reports, which reflect light depreciation to 90% (L90), 80% (L80), and 70% (L70) of 
initial levels.  See the Knowledge Segment on TM-21 and Lumen Maintenance Projections for more on these 
numbers and how they are derived.   
 
Directional vs. Omni Directional – In addition to the lumen depreciation of an HID bulb, the other important 
factor is that those emitted lumens are in all directions, not directed where you are trying to aim the light.  
Utilizing spun aluminum or acrylic reflectors to direct the light in the desired direction, these fixtures are not 
particularly efficient at getting all of the available light to the intended target – ranging about 65%-75% efficient 
in many cases.  Add these losses to the losses as the lamp ages, and you’ll begin to see how the LED numbers 
can match up.  Even then, there are optics and lenses to consider that will further enhance an LED’s ability to 
get that light where it is needed. 
 
Optics; type, quality, options – Optic elements capture the light emitted by the LED and form it into a 
specifically-shaped beam to obtain the light coverage that is desired.  It is by using optics with an LED that we 
are able to get a Type II or Type III pattern – long and narrow for roadway – or a Type V square pattern – for 
even coverage of large areas.  Beware of products that claim to be suited for these applications that do not use 
optics to achieve their light pattern and rely on fixture geometry and reflective surfaces to direct the light, or 
claim that “one size fits all.”  Always ask to see the .ies files for a product that will show the light distribution 



and intensity.  These files can be viewed using a free viewer, or input into simulation programs to see the 
performance in application-specific simulation models. 
 
Other factors that affect the amount of light a user is getting from an existing HID fixture include Ballast Factor 
and Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factor, or LDD.  The Ballast Factor is a multiplier which reflects the efficiency 
of the ballast technology, which determines the actual output of the lamp, and LDD takes losses into account 
that come from dirt accumulation on the reflectors and lenses.  Specifications of LED products should include 
total system performance.  Dirt and dust accumulation on lenses and light emitting surfaces cannot be 
completely avoided, and is dependent on the operating environment.  Periodic maintenance carefully wiping 
lenses or blowing off lamps with low pressure air will ensure maintained light levels.  Be sure to view the 
manufacturer’s specifications or product literature to determine the best method prescribed for cleaning lens. 
 
In summary: Useful Lumen Output = Initial Lumens x Lumen Maintenance Factor x Efficiency Factor x Dirt 
Depreciation Factor x Ballast Factor.  The ONLY reliable way to match light levels is to take a current 
measurement (of lux or footcandles) to see what end-user is actually trying to achieve.  Chasing a light level that 
an end-user BELIEVES they are currently experiencing (both by measurement and perception) can be a 
frustrating and pointless exercise. 
 

Questions to Ask:  
 
1. What types of optics are available?  
 

2. Are the .ies files accessible to examine products light distribution and intensity? 
 

3. Were Optics designed by a recognized optics design company? 
 
 
While there are many overall considerations in comparing products and determining which product is 
the best solution, one of the most critical is how the heat expended from LED's is managed. There are 
many different systems that claim to be superior managing heat (thermals) but essentially there are two 
major categories: passive and active cooling.  In Segment 4 of the Knowledge Segments, we will examine 
Thermal Management Challenges where we stress the importance in comparing the differences between 
various products. Fully understanding the thermal management system and its effect on the LED's and 
driver electronics may be the most important differentiating factor in determining if the “stated or rated 
life” of the product is valid and truly has the efficacy claimed.   
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